We propose a theoretical model for magnetar giant flare to explain the flaring activity on 2004 December 27 from SGR1806-20 comprehensively. A global rearrangement is expected by the magnetic reconnection that requires explaining the giant SGR flares. In this paper we propose two regions of flares: preflare on the surface of magnetar and main burst at a distance of light cylinder radius. Acquiring the maximum potential drop on the magnetar surface, adopting space charge limited flow model, and using magnetic field B ≈ 10 15 G, the luminosities of flare energies release for the preflare phase and main burst phase are found to be in the order of 10 41 erg·s −1 and 10 44 erg·s −1 respectively, conforming to magnetar burst energy and flare temperature is determined by considering black body radiation.
Introduction
Soft gamma-ray repeaters (SGRs) and anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs) have been identified as isolated superstrong magnetized neutron stars-magnetars. Both SGRs and AXPs have spin periods in the range of P = 5 -8 s. After the discovery of SGRs and AXPs, magnetar models of these sources are proposed to explain the relevant phenomena [1] . The energy powering the X-ray luminosity in these sources is supplied by the dissipation of superstrong magnetic fields, [2] the magnetar outbursts such as giant flares, occur with huge release of magnetic energy ~10 44 -10 46 ergs.
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Experiments & simulations in plasma physics have shown that when two plasmas with oppositely oriented magnetic fields are brought together the magnetic field lines will disconnect and reconnect in a lower energy configuration [3] and a current begins to flow between them; this is referred to as a "current sheet". A highly twisted magnetic flux loop emerges and comes into contact with an unwound flux loop. It was suggested that more drastic large scale [4] rearrangements or interchanges of magnetic field rather than just reconnection are required to explain the giant SGR flares and also suggest that giant flares are due to enormous displacements of the magnetic field by the neutron star's core. Being so drastically displaced the magnetic field will rearrange itself into a lower energy configuration, thus releasing an enormous amount of energy in the process. Again it was pointed out that some reconnection [4] events might be expected in the global rearrangement scenario. It is expected that twisted field lines [5] in the magnetosphere could relax by reconnection & release energy which we could observe as SGR bursts. Thus, according to [5] reconnection of field lines in the magnetosphere of magnetar can also give rise to SGR flares.
A tightly wound-up strong magnetic field is assumed to exist inside the magnetars [6] which continually drift outside through the star's liquid interior, stressing and deforming the crust from interior [7] . It is assumed that the field is not strong enough to drive vertical motion in the crust, but it can drive significant twisting motion of patches of crust along horizontal directions [7] . Patches of a magnetar's crust can twist elastically, with spiral patterns of shear strain [8] . As a result, the magnetic field lines outside the star anchored to the crust may get twisted with spiral pattern. With reservation for our understanding of reconnection and particle acceleration, we propose here that the bursting activity of SGRs is due to the reconnection-type events in which magnetic energy stored in the non potential (current carrying) magnetic field is released in the magnetosphere. We predict that a twist [8] affects the spin down rate of the neutron star: it causes the magnetosphere to flare out slightly from a pure dipole configuration, thereby increasing the breaking torque acting on the star.
The energy for magnetar flare is stored in the neutron star during its formation. In the magnetar flare, the balance between the reconnection heating and the radiative cooling gives the flare temperature unlike the solar flare controlled by the conductive cooling [9] . In contrast to the common short burst, giant flare with enormous energy and long bursting duration is exceptionally observed from SGRs.
In the space-charge limited flow (SCLF) model, it is assumed that particles are not bound to the neutron star surface by ionic bonding, but instead are freely available. Hence, particles are flowing out at the [10] current density and the corresponding boundary condition is vanishing E ‖ at the neutron star surface. The central idea of SCLF model is that a gap opens which is not shielded by the outflowing charges because GJ  falls off more slowly than the local charge density  which is proportional to [11] , where r is the distance from the stellar centre. 46 ergs, lasting ≈0.1 second which decay rapidly into a shoft pulsating tail lasting hundreds of second for main burst. The spectrum of the hard spike is explained by a single blackbody with temperature ≈10 9 K. In addition, preflare activity with total energy ≈10 41 ergs and duration ≈1.0 sec is detected 142 sec before the main burst. Its spectrum is also fitted by a single blackbody with the temperature ≈10 8 K [15] .
In reconnection, the shortest timescale is related to the Alfven crossing time of the magnetic structure of length
, the length scale L corresponds to the length of the reconnecting arc, which for the SGRs may be as small as a fracturing of radius and as large as the light-cylinder radius, R LC [5] . For flares occurring close to the surface, they may assume that, NS . The Alfven velocity A equals the speed of light in the force-free magnetosphere. The observed rise time of the SGR X-ray flares, , is consistent with being related to the Alfven time scale. For the observed bursts, the rise time is limited by the intensity of the burst-weaker bursts are expected to have shorter rise times. The shortest rise time is expected to be of the order of light-travel time across the neutron star-tens of microseconds. This time scale also gives the duration of the shortest spikes in the burst structure. The overall duration of the burst depends on the global structure of the reconnection region-the reconnection at one point may trigger reconnection at other points.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the flare energy release for pre flare phase and main flare phase at a height of 10 6 cm and 10 10 cm from the stellar centre for the duration of 1.0 second and 0.1 second respectively as our model is confined within the closed magnetic field lines on the basis of giant flare on 2004 December 27 from SGR1806-20. In Section 2 we discuss the expected physical parameters related to magnetar flare as considering the magnetic reconnection in the twisted magnetosphere. Two stages of magnetar flares: preflare phase and main burst activity are discussed & the numerical values of flare luminosities and flare energies are calculated in Section 3. The flare temperature during the magnetic reconnection is discussed in Section 4. Discussions & conclusions are made in Section 5.
Expected Physical Parameters Related to Magnetar Flare
A tightly wound up superstrong magnetic field is assumed in the interior of a magnetar which continuously evolves towards the magnetosphere through the solid crust. The crust is deformed due to the magnetic stress and the magnetic field in the magnetosphere anchored with the star gets twisted with spiral pattern which is subjected to displace & reconnect. We concentrate on a class of model where the magnetic reconnection events might be expected by the global rearrangement of displaced magnetic field for which magnetic arcade loops are formed in the magnetar magnetosphere [16] . Due to reconnection of magnetic field in the magnetosphere, it is expected that magnetar will give rise to SGR flares [5] . In this paper we adopt two regions of flares due to reconnection of magnetic fields: the shortest timescale is related to the Alfven crossing time of the magnetic structures of height scale corresponds to the length of the reconnecting arc [5] . We consider magnetic axis is aligned with rotational axis & the first region of flares due to reconnection of magnetic field lines is occurred at the pole of height scale r R  . The exterior magnetic field lines that originate from the pole extend to infinity while the field lines outside the polar cap are closed. Our consideration is limited to a surface at this region where magnetic field will act as natural magnetic funnel. The angular width of the funnel [17] is given by 1 2 sin
where, R is the radius of the magnetar, lc is the radius of the light cylinder = c/Ω, and Ω = Angular velocity = 2π/p, with spin period p. In our choice of parameter, the The second region is considered at a large distance from the stellar centre in the polar region and our reconnection is limited to a surface of natural magnetic funnel at the height scale lc (assuming a spherical surface of radius lc which is confined within the closed magnetic field lines) where the corresponding radius of the surface is given by Presently, the idea that rotating magnetized neutron stars generate huge potential differences between different parts of their surfaces is widely accepted. We consider a uniform magnetic field in the neutron star interior with a potential field outside it [18] . Since 1 p   , the maximum potential difference between the centre and the edge of the polar cap can be estimated through the relation 
across the open field line region. In this paper we assume the magnetic field and c is the velocity of light = . In applying the space time solution to the electrodynamics of the Polar Cap SCLF model [19] , the part of the induced electric field will be left unshielded, and a potential difference [20] at a distance r is obtained through the relation
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Where r is the distance from the stellar centre. Here 
Here the term
is neglected as the lightcylinder radius .
lc R R  Proposed a model [8] in which the magnetosphere of a magnetar is threaded by a large-scale current and this current arises from stresses imposed on the crust by highly twisted internal magnetic field. However, experiments and simulations in plasma physics have shown that when two plasmas carrying oppositely oriented magnetic fields are brought to reconnect, a current begins to flow between them [3] . According to Ampere's law in integral form, current in the edge of polar cap of magnetar 
Stages of Magnetar Flare
In this paper we assume two flare phases: (1) preflare activity in the reconnection point on the surface of polar cap   r R  for the duration of 1.0 second, and (2) main burst activity in the reconnection point on the surface of polar cap region of length scale lc for the duration of 0.1 second for the observation of giant flare on 2004 December 27 from SGR1806-20 [15] . 
Preflare Phase
In the preflare phase, the magnetic energy stored in the lower magnetosphere is released via magnetic reconnection. In this case, the height scale r equals to the radius of magnetar R = 10 6 cm. Here we show the case with flare duration ~1.0 s t  [15] and fixed the size of active region, R = 10 6 cm. We expect that twisted field lines in the magnetosphere [5] could relax by reconnection and release energy which we would observe as SGR bursts. Adopting the argument that currents flowing outside a magnetar [7] give rise to generate X-rays. Thus, the luminosity of X-rays/γ-rays generated by the reconnection on the magnetar surface is given by 
Based on the magnetic reconnection model for solar flare [21] 
where Δt is the preflare duration in units 1 s.
Main Burst Phase
After the preflare phase, transports the released magnetic energy to the upper magnetosphere and heats the magnetar crust. In this case we observe the main burst is occurred after 142 s of preflare and the height of the reconnection point is considered of height scale lc [5] . For the force free magnetosphere, the Alfven velocity equals the speed of light for which the time scale . Here we observe the burst with the flare duration Δt ≈ 0.1 s [15] . The γ-ray luminosity in the polar cap region of height scale 
And the γ-ray radiated from the polar region of height scale lc R
Assuming the height scale of reconnection region as shown in Table 1 and find the corresponding radii by using the relations ; we obtain γ-ray luminosities by applying the Equation (5) for r and Equation (7) for R  R r  and plotted a graph as shown in Figure 1 . From Table 1 , it is observed that the luminosity for the range of height scale 10 6 -10 7 cm almost same and the luminosities for the remaining part uniformly increase and it extend up to radius of light cylinder which is confined in this paper.
In Figure 1 , the platform region in the curve is observed due to almost constant luminosity on the surface of magnetar. On the surface of magnetar, the potential is maximum and out of the surface , we apply the
, where the term
Temperature during the Flare
Radiative cooling dominates over the conductive cooling in magnetar flare [9] . The flare temperature of magnetar is thus determined by the balanced between the reconnection heating and the radiative cooling. Considering that black body cooling retains the thermal balanced of 
Flare temperature for main burst activity on the polar cap region of length scale lc R 
Adopting the calculated γ-ray luminosities and using the equation (10) , and and a graph is plotted in Figure 2 .
T 9 K The effect of γ-ray luminosity on the flare temperature can be remarkable which could increase normally by changing the order of magnitudes of luminosity. It may also be shown that the graph of the flare temperatures would be changed for varying the magnetic fields. These are consistent with the observation of the preflare and main burst activity with the giant flare of 2004 December 27 from SGR 1806-20 [15] . 
Discussions and Conclusions
It is observed that magnetic field of magnetar plays an important role in the generation of X-ray as well as γ-ray from magnetar surface. The magnetic field strengths of magnetars are typically found to be and may be as large as [22] for which the luminosity of magnetar can be obtained to be 14 [23] stars are unipolar inductors that generate huge potential drops,
, across the open field line region, for the set of parameters, , p = 8 s, and R = 10 6 cm. Under certain conditions, a part, or even total amount of this potential will drop across a chargeddepleted region (or a gap) formed in the polar cap area of the pulsar. The oblique rotator certainly is a more realistic model than the aligned rotator, since its manifestly broken axial symmetry naturally leads to radiation modulated at the angular frequency Ω. Relativistic particle-in-cell simulations [24] seem to indicate that a plasma filled magnetosphere around an oblique rotator leads to an outflow of particles along the equatorial belt as well as along the rotation axis.
It is predicted from the observation [25] , if the temperature (T) in the upper atmospheric layers reaches to thermal radiation , (k is the Boltzmann constant = 1.38 × 10 -23 J·K -1 ) then electron-positron pairs are created directly in the magnetosphere by the conversion of thermal bremsstrahlung photons off the magnetic field. In this paper, we examine the thermal radiation from the magnetosphere and it is expected that electron-positron pair would be created in a transition layer within the magnetosphere of the magnetar.
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In this paper we examined the different values of luminosities, γ-rays, and temperatures of magnetar and compared with the observed values of the giant flare on 2004 December 27 from SGR1806-20 [15] very well. The agreement between the observation and our theoretical model would be indirect evidence of magnetic reconnection model commonly in solar and magnetar flare.
